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thing to be able to believe that you will/ he replied: 'I did not say
"JAf&w"; I said "I know."'
I was at his house a few days before he sailed for America on
the Titanic, and as I left he put his arm around my shoulder, a
thing he had never previously done, as though in his mind was the
feeling that it was 'Hail and farewell.' We have imperfect
knowledge of what happened on that grim night of the 15th April
1912, when the great ship went to her doom, but I have often
thought of the disaster in words written by the hand of its most
distinguished victim: 'We constantly felt ourselves to be in the
position of spectators, who watch a shipwreck with straining eyes,
making such endeavour as they can to snatch here and there one
stray swimmer from a watery grave. A rope is thrown into the
abyss; it falls a yard short, and the last chance is gone. The
waters close over the strong swimmer in his agony, and no second
opportunity is afforded.'x
After his death Mrs. Stead was good enough to propose that
I should go through the accumulated mass of his papers, with a
view to the preparation of his biography, but I was not sure enough
of my working strength to justify me in risking her money, and in
addition I feared that my inability to sympathize with Stead's
spiritualist outlook might prevent me from giving a picture of him
such as both my affection for him and his own work demanded.
During this period I took part in the agitation for the enfranchise-
ment of women, not because I thought they would vote for the
principles in which I believed, but solely because I could see no
justification for withholding the vote from them. There were
many arguments against giving votes to women, but there were
no convincing reasons. I was never a believer in the chivalrous
fiction that women were the special guardians of moral treasure for
mankind, nor did I think that it was their so-called ennobling
influence which preserved the gains of civilization. On the
contrary, I believed that of the two sexes man was the more con-
servative, and that the emotional nature of woman frequently led
her into adventures from which the average man would shrink.
I therefore approached the question of votes for women solely
from the standpoint of citizenship, and I had no more doubt that
women had the right to vote for the laws they were expected to
obey than I had that whenever they had the opportunity to do so,
the majority of them would vote against the reforms that I had
1W. T. Stead, The Maiden Tribute.

